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establish new Europe

Sahra Wagenknecht, Chairman of DIE LINKE. the Bundestag, in an interview this week

on the economic development since the great financial crash of 2008, the crisis of

Deutsche Bank and the European Central Bank (ECB) policy, the state of the

non-democratic and neo-liberal fortress Europe and the need for extra-parliamentary

opposition

2008 the large banking and financial crisis began with the collapse of Lehman

Brothers in the US. Eight years later, the world turns yet, but the financial crisis is

far from over. Central banks in the US and Europe are pumping billions into the

so-called markets, interest on certain government bonds are now negative, and in

the real economy the specter of deflation concerns. Where is the global economy,

What is Europe and where Germany eight years after the big crash?

Sahra Wagenknecht: The German export industry currently benefits from very cheap oil,

low interest rates and a weak euro. The German foreign trade surplus grew last year by

15 percent to 250 billion euros, equivalent to a share of 8.2 percent of gross domestic

product. Would the EU take its own rules seriously, Germany would now have to pay a

fine, since a current account surplus of over 6 percent destabilize the euro zone. Instead,

the weaker economies are compelled to new wage and benefit cuts alone. But if the euro

zone has no future, they will break the imbalances and their political consequences. I think

that the greatest threat to the world economy starts as well as European and German

economy from political crises, which in turn are closely related to the current oil and

currency wars.

Are we talking about the banking sector. In the past week, for example, had the

German bank to investor confidence advertise, because the so-called markets had

doubts about the creditworthiness of the Bank. Does that worry you?

I have always believed that a business model that relies on criminal fraud and risky

gamblers land, is not sustainable. From crooked mortgage transactions on the aid to

money laundering and tax up to the manipulation of interest rates - the German bank in

1000 involved litigation and had to pay penalties already billion. And although the
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Investment Banking has lost since the crisis of meaning, the bonuses for investment

bankers continue to devour enormous sums. Therefore I am not surprised that the failure

probability of Deutsche Bank has risen to over 17 percent. I am concerned about the fate

of the employees, and I also fear that taxpayers will be asked again for a bank rescue to

checkout. To protect workers and taxpayers societal control of the financial sector is

urgently needed.

On Thursday, the federal government presents the first of two financial market

amend laws, to be implemented with the directives and regulations of the European

Union here in Germany. Thus, the integrity and transparency of financial markets

and investor protection will be improved. Is this more than cosmetic?

I do not mind if market manipulation and insider dealing to more severe punishment and

there is EU-wide rules, as retail investors should be informed of certain financial products.

On the fundamental problems this changes nothing of course. In addition to the crisis-

ridden, the main problem is the concentrated financial power that eludes democratic

control. I refer firstly to the sector of the shadow banking, which has become ever greater.

It can not be but that a company like BlackRock, which manages alone about 4.5 trillion

US dollars, is hardly regulated. I am also thinking of institutions such as the European

Central Bank, which are also not controlled democratically. Financial market law

amendment or not: The ECB may continue to make, to manipulate the market in a large

scale and to pass inside information to large financial groups, propose the profit from

them.

The central banks have become the great crisis managers. Your answer is easy

money for the markets, ostensibly to the real economy to stimulate and combat

deflation. Who benefits from the ECB's policy?

Certainly, the euro zone would already broken when the European Central Bank had not

intervened. Unfortunately, the ECB has not understood that with an expansionary monetary

policy alone can not overcome the deflationary crisis in Europe. Instead, the reduction

would dictations completed, increases wages and pensions and the economy to be

brought up to speed on investment programs. When the Greek government has tried such

a change in policy, it was strangled financially by the ECB. The ECB operates policy in the

interests of the richest one percent of the population. They flooded the financial markets

with cheap money and produces new financial bubbles that will burst at some point.

How can it be that has taken so despite a dramatic market failure as in 2008, the

neoliberal narrative of the omniscience or even omnipotence of the market hardly

damage?

I think that this story has been damaged. Especially financial markets and banks have lost

prestige - that goes for the German bank as for the entire Wall Street. The problem is that

the interests of Wall Street, the interests of large corporations and banks still determine

the policy. No matter, believed that story and what government is elected - the ruling

financial elite tried to carry on as before.

The Chancellor is on Wednesday from a government statement on Europe. In

addition to the refugee crisis will also focus go to the British referendum on EU

membership, which in 2017 will take place at the latest. What do you think of the

concessions made by the British Government to prevent a Proposed referendum

on United Kingdom membership of the European Union ?

To prevent leakage of Britain from the EU, the EU the British president Cameron

accommodates far who wants benefits for EU citizens hats. Although this violates the

principle of free movement of workers in the EU, but that does not seem to interfere with

the federal government on. Cameron runs here an open door, and finally Secretary of

Labor Nahles wishes to reduce social assistance claim of EU foreigners. I find it

embarrassing that the EU now wants to sharpen those few rights and freedoms, of which

not only the big corporations and banks, but also the employees benefit.

Former Greek Finance Minister Yanis Varoufakis want now with the movement

DIEM25 Europe - Democracy in Europe Movement, 2025 - redemokratisieren. How
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do you rate his initiative that wants to be explicitly not a party and do not require

Central Committee?

The neoliberal and undemocratic Fortress Europe has a left APO urgently needed.

Although I do not think it will succeed DiEM25, to give the EU a better constitution, and I

miss a number of social and economic demands in their manifesto. But the more people

are informed about the destruction of democracy in the EU and call for change, the better.

It seems to me that something is on the move in Europe: Portugal is a left party alliance

was able to prevail in Spain Podemos has increased, there is a strong movement of

protest against the EU's trade policy and countless initiatives that criticize the EU refugee

and deportation policies , There Plan B conferencing and DiEM25 , there are European

Social Forums and Blockupy, also in the trade unions is a growing understanding that we

must establish new Europe. For all their differences - as in the question of whether the

euro is reformable - I think it would be good if the various players would join forces

stronger and possibly call for joint actions.

linksfraktion.de, February 16, 2016
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